
WPO 14-15 E marine 
polishing set
Boat polisher
Part number: 7 221 48 60 00 0

Polishing set for boat repairs.
Ideal speed range with infinitely variable speed control for professional surface 
machining on boats.

Maximum speed stability at any load over the full setting range thanks to 
mechanical gear reduction in conjunction with the FEIN high-power motor.

Special system accessories for the efficient refurbishment of used car paintwork, 
new car paintwork and highly scratch-resistant paints, and for cleaning, sanding 
and polishing boat surfaces and gelcoat layers.

Convenient speed adjustment.

Does not heat up in continuous use.

Handle cover for excellent ergonomics.

Spindle lock.

Right or left-handed operation.

Restart protection.

Soft start.

Carbon brushes with self cut-off function.

Can be converted to rotary sander with extractor hood and backing pad.

Wide range of accessories.

Tool also available without accessories (7 221 48).
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Technical data Price includes:

WPO 14-15 E marine polishing set
Boat polisher
Part number: 7 221 48 60 00 0

Input 1 200 W

Output 750 W

Speed, no load 500-1 500 rpm

Cable with plug 4 m

Weight according to EPTA 2,5 kg

Polishing disc Ø 230 mm

Mounting thread M 14

Corded X

1 FEIN PowerPolisher WPO 14-15 E with handle cover 
and also with side anti-vibration handle in sturdy plastic 
case

1 support plate with hook and loop fastening, Ø 170 mm

1 polishing pad, Ø 195 mm


